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one of the easiest ways to make slide shows is using
services like proshow gold, which allow you to choose from

a variety of transitions, images, fonts and backgrounds.
there are many other platforms out there that you can use

as well. some of the top include microsoft powerpoint,
instagram and trello. creating a slides show can be as

simple or complex as you want it to be. you can choose to
make a short slideshow or an entire series that covers your
latest events and brands. the options are endless! in fact,
many people say they get the best results by putting their

images in order and making a numbered presentation.
setting out to make a slideshow isn’t always easy. it can be
a challenge to organize all your images into a compelling

sequence and make it unique. if you have a lot of product to
include in your slideshow, it might be a good idea to shoot a
full series of product images and then select a few to use in

your slideshow. as you’re creating your slideshow, think
about the background color you want to use as this will

create the backdrop of your slides. too many backgrounds
can be distracting. also, what fonts do you want to use on

your slides? how big should they be? what font will be
easiest on the eye? at present, the second-generation intel
hd graphics 4000 chipset is the new flavor of the chip in all
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intel core 2 duo (and core 2 quad) cpus; this chip has
integrated graphics functionality that's good enough for

most typical activities and sometimes even acceptable for
gaming. to get the higher-performance graphics such as

those for media playback (including dvd playback), gaming,
and professional graphics applications, the system needs a
third-party graphics card; with intel you need a compatible
graphics card instead of adding another chip to your cpu.

this usually means a different cpu, motherboard, case, etc.
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detected when installing proshow producer and is being
removed to help keep your activation server clean, but it
does not affect proshow producer proper. if you have this
older version and you have an activation server with an
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version 4.x through 5.x) then your existing installation of
proshow gold is only affected. the fact that it was updated
to version 6.0 should have no effect on you. even if you are

not sure how to get the serial number of your activation
server, this is the way to do it. please note that this does

not replace the validation server, but should also allow you
to validate your serial number on the validation server.
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